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A message from the Headteacher
Dear Parents and Students
How time flies by so fast! The
early signs of spring are
appearing before us. We see
the days becoming longer;
flowers appearing in places
that seemed lifeless and bare
during the dark and cold
months of winter. We all look
forward to seeing more of
these as they are the beautiful
signs of hope.
On Tuesday, 23rd March in
school, we had a one-minute
silence as part of a day of

Ann Marie Mulkerins

Message from the
Chair of Governors
Dear Parents
As I write this in mid March, the
school is on a journey back to
what we all hope can be a
permanent return and normality.
So first and foremost, the
Governing Body wants to
highlight the huge efforts made by
staff to put in place the testing so
that students can return to the
classroom and to thank the
students for their positive
approach to getting the testing
done. All very much appreciated. More widely the adaptability
and resilience shown across the school community will, I
know, be key to making a success of the return to ‘normality’
in the summer term. We would also want to applaud the
ongoing work to ensure well-being is nurtured and supported
across the school community. This has never been more
needed and clearly this essential work will continue to be a
vital cornerstone of The Compton School community.
I also wanted take this opportunity to draw your attention to
opportunities to serve on The Compton Governing Body. We
have some vacancies and would be particularly keen to hear
from any parents and members of the wider community
with experience and expertise in Finance, and HR. If
you would like to learn more about becoming a Governor,
I would be delighted to speak - please contact me on
chairofgovernors@thecompton.org.uk
With best wishes for next term.

national reflection and to
remember those who have lost
their lives due to Covid; and
also to remember those who
have gone through difficult
times as a result of Covid. It is
often difficult to know what to
say when troubled times come.
But we can find comfort in the
words that others have said.
From Martin Luther King:
“We must accept finite
disappointment, but we must
never lose infinite hope”
Having all students back in
school also fills me and others
with hope. Our students have
been
exceptional
during
lockdown and since their
return. Older students have
approached the term maturely
and are diligently preparing for

their assessments later in May.
Subject leaders have ensured
that all students know what
they should be focusing their
revision on, in order to be fully
prepared.
It has also been a busy term
appointing the next group of
prefects
and
student
leadership. The quality of the
applications and interviews has
been exceptionally high. We
will be introducing the new
teams at the start of next term
and we really look forward to
working with them next year.
I hope that with the easing of
restrictions from 12th April you
and your family and friends will
have a very happy Easter.
Ann Marie Mulkerins
Headteacher

Inspirational Artistic creativity
Students have produced some amazing artwork whilst
working from home this term. The Art Department have been
really impressed with the quality of work they have been
receiving. Well done to all students!
Adam Ingliss
Art Technician
Year 9 have been looking
at the work of Barbara
Kruger and have produced
some portraits based on
Human Rights inspired by
her work.

Howard Davies, Chair of Governors
chairofgovernors@thecompton.org.uk
Esha Daryanani

Asagi Rasanayagam

Year 8 have been working on their Fantasy Building unit of work.

Alessandro Morena
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Nidhi Dattani

Adea Litja

Inspirational Artistic creativity
Key Stage 4 students have really outdone
themselves. They are working on individual projects
based on still life and portraiture.
The artwork they have been producing whilst at
home has been amazing.
Sweet Bowl by Gianluca Faoro Mezzomo. Right,
from top, by Amelie Gopaul, Jodie Snell, Marven
Praisoody and Natalie Patel

Year 7 have started their next exciting
project on Pop Art and have produced
some lovely title pages.
These examples are by Shay Dean and
Riona Osmani.

Key Stage 5
students have also
been working on
their individual
projects and have
produce some
outstanding outcomes.
Clockwise from above left: by Elisabeta
Mecja, Greta Halili, Layla Evans and Amelie
Featherstone (COVER: by Naomi Carvatchi)

The Art department would like to say a big well done to all of their students!
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Drama department update
Remote live theatre opportunities

Part of the Drama GCSE
and A-Level course is to
watch and review live
theatre. This term, the
Drama department have
sourced many exciting
plays to watch remotely
which the students have
really enjoyed. Read some
quotes directly from them
about the productons
below.
Both Frankenstein and
Yerma were enjoyable
theatre pieces, with each

having
different
and
amazing acting styles
from renowned actors and
actresses, as well as the
unique
sets
and
transitions, like the glass
box in Yerma to the
revolving stage and props
used in Frankenstein.
Darren Valaydon

Yerma was just such an
emotional journey, seeing
how
the
character
developed over the years. I
also
thought
the

naturalistic,
acting
was

emotional
amazing.

Laila Davis

I liked Shook because it
allows us to see beyond
what the media says about
prisoners;
we
are
constantly told that they
are
rebellious
and
dangerous but in the play
we see that it’s much
deeper that that. Fiorella
Andreani Tsukame
Verity Balcombe
2i/c Drama

Drama
Stars

Ms Stanton's winning
stars:
Year 7 - Luqman Jama
Year 8 - Shaan Bhartiqa
Year 9 - Daniel Dong
Ms Balcombe’s winning stars:
Year 7 – Lissie Marsh
Year 8 – Eva Charles
Year 9 – Ria Vara
Year 11 – Marcie Harris
Year 12 – Dalina Patel
Year 13 - Katie Dowse
Ms Merritt’s winning stars:
Year 9 –Joshua Singer
Year 10 – Cassia Lima

Drama Clubs are thriving
YEAR 7 DRAMA CLUB
This term has been very different for
Year 7 Drama Club, but we have managed
to adapt and still stay connected. Each
week, Ms Balcombe and Ms Stanton have
put a variety of tasks on Show My
Homework for students to engage with activities such as writing a comedy
monologue, watching some live theatre
and writing a review, or the final week,
which was to take part in a Puppet Making
Workshop! See the photos of Sami and
Elisabeth's creations - well done!
Hopefully, as we come back to school, we
can reconnect in person and start a new
project together in the Drama studio - see
you there!

reading. In one session we explored the
opening of Harry Potter and The Cursed
Child and discussed the staging
challenges when a play jumps about in
time. We also read the opening of His Dark
Materials, which is the play Year 8s will be
staging in lessons on their return to school.

Natasha Stanton and Verity Balcombe
English & Drama

Zoe Merritt
Deputy Headteacher
Says Elisabeth of her creation, above,
“This puppet is meant to be of my rabbit,
Boing Boing, who died (recently) due to an
illness quite common in rabbits. He was a
great little guy so I thought that I’d make a
puppet of him. You’ll notice his ears are
slightly to one side - this is because he got
a disease when he was younger which
caused his head to tilt! So his head has
always been tilted to his left. But we think
it made him unique (which is one of the
reasons we adopted him!) In my opinion,
the puppet is kind of creepy but kind of
cute at the same time, lol.”

YEAR 8 DRAMA CLUB
During lockdown Year 8 Drama Club
have continued to meet on Teams. I have
been so impressed with their commitment
and dedication to the subject. We have
completed a range of activities including a
Roald Dahl quiz, practical sessions
including charades, one word storytelling
and a scavenger hunt as well as play
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Ms Tunnadine’s winning
stars:
Year 7 - Toby Vettiankal
Year 8 - Amir Jelbaoui
Year 9 - Pimpa
Tawinampant
Year 10- Najma Sadi
Year 11 - Ioana
Raileanu

YEAR 9 DRAMA CLUB
We began 2021 Year 9 Drama Club
online with two quizzes based on theatre.
We then looked at how to write a
monologue in 10 minutes using a few
simple rules inspired by the playwright
Evan Placey. The students shared their
creative and original work and then were
instructed to use the Old Vic website to
develop their monologue writing and
performing skills. We then looked at
devising our own stories and creating radio
plays based on a scavenger hunt of
objects in our houses! We will also be
exploring professional scripts and how to
best stage these. When we return to
school, we will be exploring the themes
and plot of Alice and Wonderland in
preparation for performance work in the
Summer term.
Sarah Tunnadine
Head of Drama

Fabulous Design and Technology efforts

Josephine Binns, Head of Design & Technology

Firstly well done to all our students for all
their efforts over the last term, particularly
our Year 11 and Year 13s who have
continued to work on their NonExamination Assessments (NEA) at home.
We have thoroughly enjoyed receiving all
your work through Show My Homework
(SMHW) and MS Teams. Here are some of
our favourites.

Lessons in
Typography

Delicious home food practicals
There have
been
some
outstanding
contributions for
the recent at
home
food
practicals. Here
are
some
submissions.
We encourage
you all to keep
practising your
skills, especially
washing up.

Some of our favourite lessons have
been teaching students about existing
designers and typography. Here are some
examples; we tasked students to research
designers then rank them “cool” or
“uncool”. We certainly enjoyed seeing
some of the useless products!

...and yummy
on-site
goodies too!
Finally, I have really enjoyed coming into
school and working with all the students
who have been on site during this last
term. It was so much fun getting away
from the screen and making and eating
cookies and pancakes.

Follow us on Twitter @TheComptonDT and on Instagram @TheComptonDTdept
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Sixth Formers head for higher education
Choosing the path to higher
education means proving
yourself to study at your
chosen university. Below are
thoughts and experiences
expressed by some of our
Sixth Formers as they square
up to the challenges of a
university place interview
Bibi - Medicine;
“My interview with Edinburgh
for Medicine was quite nerve
wrecking. I had three mini
interviews and one team work
exercise. The interviewers
were quite nice for two of them
but for one interview and the
team work exercise, the
interviewer tried to throw me
off. It had a lot of problem
solving
and
scenario
questions.”
Mishel
Classics;
“Personally, I found the
Cambridge application process
time-consuming
in
the
beginning because of the
amount of detail I had to give
pre-interview and assessment
but then once I got to the
interview stage I actually
ended up enjoying myself with
the
interview
and
the
discussions conducted. I found
the
assessment
slightly
peculiar and had to do a lot of

thinking but it was certainly
interesting and I'm grateful for
the experience. I put King’s
College London as my first
choice because I fell in love
with the Classics course and
the opportunities it offers me. I
am a very outgoing soul and
love flexibility and new
experiences. King's College
offers a lot of travel
opportunities with summer
schools in Rome and Athens
and the second year being
spent in the University of
Toronto (an option I plan to
seize). It also provides
flexibility in the course where I
personally can choose which
areas of study in the Classics I
want to conduct. King’s also
has interesting opportunities
such as the Iris Project, where
Classics
students
teach
primary school students Latin
and the Rumble Fund where
alumni pay for you to visit the
Ancient Lands. Also, I could
not help but notice that a great
number of King's College
London's alumni are published
authors and naturally that drew
me in as an aspiring author
and hopefully I make helpful
contacts to help me achieve
my dream.”
Prisha - History; “My
interviews were enjoyable
because I got to showcase my
passion for history and my
skills. Initially I was nervous but
the professors were very
understanding and helpful and
made sure I felt comfortable
and at ease. The interviews
helped universities understand
me better as a candidate and
allowed me to sell myself to
them.”

Caitlin - Acting; “I was slightly
nervous as it was my first
interview but at the same time I
felt very comfortable talking to
the university. Obviously I was
unsure on what I was going to
be asked but I knew that the
excitement and passion that I
had for Acting would help me
strive through my interview.
The interviewers like to keep it
very informal, particularly with
Acting, to help with nerves but
also to allow you to be yourself,
instead of trying to find the
perfect answer for their
questions.”
Olivia - Modern Languages;
“Although I was initially
apprehensive
about
the
interview, it was a very
enjoyable experience. The
interviewer was lovely and
made me feel at ease, since he
began it by saying that it would
be more of an informal chat.
He asked me why I had

chosen French alongside my
Spanish, how I planned to
spend my year abroad, as well
as how I was finding my
Spanish A-Level course which
I thought was interesting. Most
of the interview was the
interviewer explaining the
features of their course and the

support I would receive. I
prepared for my interview by
prepping potential questions
they could ask, as well as the
questions I’d like to ask them.
Overall it was a very positive
and helpful experience, and
also great preparation for
future job interviews - it
honestly felt like he was trying
to sell the university to me
rather than the other way
around!”
Sena: graduated from The
Compton School in Summer
2020 and is now at Keio
University, Japan.
“I decided to study a Politics

and Economics degree at
university.
I was questioned at my
interview about why I studied
sciences and maths at A Level
but didn’t choose to continue
with these at university. I said
that my interest had changed
and it excites me to learn
completely different subjects in
higher education. I think we
shouldn’t feel like we have to
choose the same, or related,
subjects to what we studied at
A Level. I am really excited to
learn new things at University!”
Dominique Doyle
Careers & Study Support Adviser

Mathimakan’s journey to Medicine
I decided to study medicine due to my
interest in problem solving combined with
the
opportunity
to
build
strong
relationships with patients in order to
improve their quality of life. I knew that it
was going to be a challenge at first after
seeing the high competition ratios but I
believed that I had the skills and mental
capacity to succeed.
After finalising my decision, I started to
build my personal statement by organising
work experience at North Middlesex
Hospital, a GP practice and volunteering
at an elderly care home for six months to
see if this was what I actually wanted to
do.
I then started preparing for my
University Clinical Aptitude Test (UCAT)
during the summer which I found quite
challenging but staying motivated and
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keeping the end goal in my mind really
helped me get through it.
After this application cycle, I received all
four rejections and this impacted on my
self-confidence, however, I couldn’t see
myself doing anything other than medicine
and decided to take a gap year, remain
resilient and see where I went wrong and
try to learn from my mistakes to improve
my UCAT score and interview skills by
practising with friends. I also reflected
more on the skills that I learnt during my
work experience and how these skills
make a competent doctor.
As a result of this, I received interviews
from King’s College London and Hull York
Medical School and was successful in
receiving an offer from York and I am still
waiting to hear back from Kings! This
made me realise the importance of setting

an end goal for anything you do and how
perseverance and motivation are both
very important in achieving success as
well as being key qualities of a good
doctor.
What I learnt from the Hull York
Interview is that reflecting on the skills
observed during work experience and why
they are important in medicine is much
better than saying the amount of work
experience you completed and just stating
what you did.
What I learnt from the King’s College
Interview was being able to think critically
on the spot is a key skill that King’s tests
for and it is essential that you are confident
with what you say and you don’t second
guess yourself.
Mathimakan Nadarajah
Compton Graduate 2020

Students discuss their Extended Project Qualification
In the Sixth Form, students can apply to
do an Extended Project Qualification
(EPQ), a Level 3 qualification which is
equivalent to 50% of an A Level. It
involves choosing a topic, carrying out
research, then creating either a 5,000word dissertation, a performance or a
product and a 1000-word report. We
asked a few students who were selected
to share what topics they have chosen to
do:
During the latter part of GCSEs, I found
that I couldn’t express my opinions and
ideas to the full extent that I had wished
to. Writing in a test limited me in the detail
I wanted to present in my subjects, which
is why I was so keen on doing an EPQ.
The EPQ is a unique experience, which
gives you the freedom to write about
whatever academic subject or topic you
are passionate about, whilst also counting
for half an A-level! The EPQ teaches you
a variety of long-term skills, required
beyond school. Through your research
and writing you understand what method
of learning is best for you, you learn how
to be independent, how to persevere, how
to time manage and most importantly,
how to evaluate – all of which are crucial
in higher stages of education such as
university! I saw this as an opportunity to
represent myself and my background. My
topic is based on the oil industry in Iran,
and to what extent they were exploited for
their resources by the UK. I am of Persian
heritage, but have spent the majority of
my life in the UK, this made my topic
tailored to me personally. I am able to

explore a topic based on the two countries
which I have a stake in, it is a truly an eyeopening experience, which gives you the
chance to develop your knowledge
beyond the curriculum. Anahita, Year 12
For my EPQ I am looking at how we can
use Hydrogen as a cleaner energy source
to reduce our carbon footprint. I will be
looking at the different methods of
obtaining hydrogen (one of which is
Electrolysis which is taught as part of
GCSE Chemistry) and evaluating its
potential as a direct fuel or for generating
electricity. I chose this topic as I believe
the dangers of the climate crisis are only
increasing; we need to be researching
solutions and spreading awareness of the
dangers of life without these solutions.
Harvey, Year 12

For my EPQ I decided to do it based on
the issue of child marriage and what laws
are in place to protect children from it. A
few years ago I was watching a Ted Talk
called “Fighting Forced marriages and
honour-based abuse” by Jasvinder
Sanghera and I was moved by how it is
not only within some parts of the world but
actually it has happened in the UK as well.
The issue of child marriage is a vast and
complicated problem as it could happen
for many reasons due to it being parental,
cultural, social, human trafficking and
economical. The working question of my
project is “In comparison to the US to
what extent do international laws protect
children from child marriage within the
Middle East” Moreover, my idea is to
investigate how the UN and international

laws protect children from child marriages
or if they are very limited depending on
the country. Additionally, I want to use this
research to search for answers as to why
it is still happening today and what makes
it acceptable within countries and cultural
norms. I am looking forward to writing up
my 5000-word essay and I would advise if
you are interested in a topic or issue then
doing an EPQ is a wonderful opportunity
for you to do something you like. Atrina,
Year 12

My EPQ project is about a very current
event that is happening right now in our
everyday lives, the coronavirus. I am
doing a research task using a combination
of written formats and photography to
create a fact file and retelling of the story
of covid-19 in the United Kingdom. This
project is one that is very interesting to
me, the effect that the virus has had on
the country being so vast and expansive
that making a project using just 1000
words and multiple contact sheets worth
of photos was something that I felt almost
obliged to complete. So far, the project
has been an eye-opening affair, studying
the effect on both people across the UK
and the economy due to the actions of the
government gave me a new perspective
on the pandemic that I had not been given
from simply just watching the news. I have
enjoyed it very much so far, and cannot
wait for the project to continue to unfold to
completion at the end of Year 12.Callum,
Year 12
Vicky Cran
Year 12 Manager

Sixth Form Alumni: Apprenticeship update
Anne-Marie graduated from
The Compton Sixth Form in the
Summer of 2019. Her current
job title is Project Co-Ordinator
and her course of study is a
Project Management Degree
Apprenticeship which she is
following at the University of
Cumbria (London Campus).
“What does my job
involve?
Day to day I help the project
managers at my organisation
oversee all of the live jobs we
are currently working on. This
may include putting together
production
schedules,
attending client meetings, and
coordinating the logistics and
administration of our events.
Onsite at our live (and now
virtual) events, my job involves
a multitude of things; from
speaker
managing,
to
supporting internal and client
teams, as well as assisting in
managing breakout rooms.

Each event is wholly different
from the next, and no two days
are ever the same. Having had
the chance to work directly with
some of our main accounts
including Vodafone, Google
and BBC, all in such different
sectors, means that my job
requires me to be flexible,
whilst still maintaining the
common client objectives in
mind.
What I have learnt so far?
Taking on an apprenticeship
in the events industry has
shown me the value of having
experience in the working
world. It has highlighted the
importance of being able to
apply the theory that is taught
in
classrooms
to
an
unpredictable and dynamic
setting such as a live event.
Having
the
invaluable
opportunity to witness how
traditional project management
methodologies are tailored to

accommodate compelling and
sometimes
challenging
situations, has not only helped
me develop on a professional
level, but also on a personal
level. Whilst helping me to
become a better critical thinker,
it has also improved both my
communication
and
presentation skills and has
taught me to approach
situations with a greater
strategic outlook, to gain more
from every opportunity I am
given.
Any advice for students
considering this route?
Being a non-traditional route
to further education, it can
sometimes be misunderstood
what apprenticeships actually
involve. My advice is that if you
are interested in pursuing a job
in a hands-on and dynamic
industry, an apprenticeship is a
valuable option to consider. It
blends first-hand experience

directly in the workplace with
traditional teaching. It really is a
foot in the door, starting at such
a young age and having the
opportunity to build years of
experience
alongside
professionals in the field, whilst
still having a recognised
degree equivalent to that of
your peers, really helps you to
stand out. It’s not always easy
but seeing all your hard work
pay off is definitely the most
rewarding part.”
Dominique Doyle
Careers & Study Support Adviser
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New Sixth Form Leadership Team on the way
We had an incredible number of students apply to be a part of
the Sixth Form Student Leadership Team in which a CV and cover
letter had to be submitted before students were invited for an
interview. Students are vying for a place in the teams who work as
a collective, through each focusing on a different aspect to
support the school and the student body; Peer Mentoring, Events
and PR, Charity and Enrichment, Careers, Wellbeing and
Equality. The next stage of the process is then for students who
have been shortlisted as candidates for Head Boy and Head Girl,

who will make a video presentation for the Hustings in which all
students will have the opportunity to vote, before a final interview
with the Headteacher. The calibre of student applications was
extremely high this year and we are currently in the process of
selecting students, which is exceedingly difficult.
All students who applied should be rightfully proud of
themselves. We look forward to working with them over the year.
Vicky Cran
Year 12 Manager

...and a final word from the 2020-21 Student Leadership Team
It is safe to say that this academic year
and the last year have been unlike no
other. It has been really promising to see
how everyone has worked hard over these
past few months and we believe that there
are better months to come. We are very
much looking forward to the future and in
particular the summer months as
restrictions are lifted. It has been really
great to return to school, see all of our
peers and be back in The Compton School
community. In Year 13, we are about to
embark on our post-18 journey and Year

11 are preparing for their post-16 journey.
We can understand that there are lots of
future decisions to make but it is a really

exciting time working towards and
becoming one step closer to our chosen
career paths. The Sixth Form Team are
currently in the process of recruiting the
new Sixth Form Leadership Team and
appointing a new Head Boy and Girl and
Deputy Head Boy and Girl. We wish you
all the best of luck in your positions and
hope you take every opportunity you can.
We wish everyone the best this year and
especially those in exam year groups, we
hope your hard work pays off.
Gertrude Duah Kyeremaa
Deputy Head Girl 2020-21

A celebration of lockdown music making

Key Stage 3 have been
working hard, engaging with
music technology as well
getting a glimpse of music
history spanning from the
1600s to the present day,
including musical styles and
genres such as Baroque,
Classical, Electronic Music,
Jazz & Pop. The following
students have been wonderful
in
sending
in
their
performances, compositions
and collaborations as well as
chat participation in lessons:

Maya Saito Wilson, Rebeca
Carvatchi , Ria Vara, Leoni
Theophanous, Daniel Mc
Geowan, Emily Warburton,
Luca Majmudar, Daniel Dong,
Arthur Lee, Arber Deliu, Ali
Haghi, Eva Charles, Jessica
Vali-Tsang, Adam Romandhne,
Luke Noble-Attanasio, Iduna
Rochelmeyer,
Leticia
Magenda-Preece, Max Lyons,
Tenesha Whittaker and all of
our Year 10 and Year 11 Music
students.
Key Stage 4 were busy

learning about their set works
as well as practising their solo
performance and working on
their
Free
Composition.
Remote
lessons
were
brimming with enthusiasm and

a willingness to learn. We shall
be sharing some of the
wonderful performances and
compositions that we have
received from our diligent and
delightful Year 10 & Year 11
Music students over the
remainder of this half term via
the school website and weekly
newsletter. Although everyone
is eager to return to school,
Music was very much alive
over the recent lockdown.
Cristiana Tanzi
Music

Music clubs hone collaboration and composition skills
During the Spring lockdown, we ran Year
9 and Year 7 Music Extra Curricular Clubs.
Both have been a huge success and
enjoyable for both students and staff.
They have provided an opportunity for

those students who enjoy composing to
come together and hone their creativity.
Year 9 have learnt the ins and outs of
Soundtrap, a digital audio workstation.
This has been an exciting adventure

Showcasing musical effort and talent

Many congratulations and well done to the following students, once again, for
being selected for our Spring Term 1 Student Showcase. They have been
impressive with their relentless efforts and contributions to classwork and/or
extracurricular.
Year 7: Hazel Lewis, Toby Vettankiel, Seth Rennie-Roddy, Posie Shaw

Year 8: Luke Noble Attansio, Jessica Vali-Tsang, Miya Sato Wilson Atif Aziz
Year 9: Rebeca Carvatchi , Ria Vara, Leoni Theophanus, Daniel Mc Geowan,
Emily Warburton, Luca Majmudar & Daniel Dong, Arthur lee
Year 10: Alisha Shah and Valentina Theodoulou
Year 11: Maisy Fox & Cameron Wright
If you missed it the first time round here is the link to our Student Showcase Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AT7S0SvQM8
Angelina Barlow
Head of Music
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where students have been able to make
music together live from their homes. Well
done to Emily Warburton, Ria Vara, Leoni
Theophanous, Rebecca Carvatchi and
Luca Mujadar for their brilliant creations.
The Year 7 Music club has been a full
house every week. Everyone who has
participated has been enthusiastic and
energetic. Students have been writing
music to a story board or mood board,
created by the students. We will be
merging all ideas into a video collage.
Keep an eye out for links to our YouTube
Channel to see the creations from: Anya L
Lewis, Jasmine Yazdansetah, Eden
Bedckford, Jayce Caesar, Sophia Khan,
Arthur Phillips. Samia Bgarmal and Seth
Rennie Roddy.
Angelina Barlow and Cristiana Tanzi
Music

Telling Tales in English
There’s been lots of amazing creative
writing going on during lockdown. The
English Department has run two creative
writing competitions: The National Story
Telling Week Competition and the Young
Writers Crime Fiction Competition, and we
launched the Virtual Creative Writing Club
on Show My Homework (SMHW).
The National Story Telling Week
Competition challenged students to come
up with a story using only 100 words; we
had lots of entries and the winners were
announced in the weekly newsletter.
The Young Writers Crime Fiction
Competition also challenged students to

write a story in 100 words, this time for a
national competition. Again, our budding
writers sent in lots of entries which have
been passed on to the Young Writers
judges. We are keeping our fingers
crossed for the results!
For those who love to write poetry or
short stories, we have also launched a
virtual version of our Creative Writing Club
on SMHW. Each fortnight, we post a
picture to inspire our student writers. Keep
your eyes open as we will be sharing some
of the best entries in the weekly newsletter
as part of English Star of the Week.
Polly Hayes
English

Year 9s debate the hot topics
A nationwide lockdown
and school closures did not
stop Year 9 from getting
their points across at The
Compton
School!
No
matter what, this group of
lovely Year 9s are always
ready to get stuck into the
next new and thrilling
debate. Over the course of
this term, Year 9 have been
using their critical thinking
and persuasive skills,
mixed in with their tech
abilities (of course we’re
debating on Teams!), to
debate topics such as,
“Should
artificial
intelligence be allowed in
the classroom?”, “Should
COVID vaccines be made
compulsory?”, and the best
yet, “DC vs Marvel”. If
being well-rounded, skillful

debaters is not enough,
this group are great at
navigating Teams to make
sure they win. They enjoy
being split off into breakout
rooms and assigning each
member
with
a
responsibility: a couple of
them find videos to support
their points, then the rest
find online articles that they

use to counter their rivals.
It is then left to Ms Panagi
and Ms Goodfellow to
decide who to crown
champion, which is never
easy! We are very lucky to
be working with such
independent, mature, and
proactive young adults!
Kalypso Panagi
English

LRC offers poetry, prose and chocolate prizes

A piece of Educake
English Educake Scores for the
Year This Term by Year Group
Well done Year 11 for answering the
most questions and well done Year 9
for having the highest average score!

This Term’s English Educake
Scores, by class
Average % Educake Score
7C
7O
7M
7P
7T
7N
7S
7H
8C
8O
8M
8P
8T
8N
8S
8H
9a1
9a2
9a3
9a4
9b1
9b2
9b3
9b4
10a1
10a2
10a3
10a4
10b1
10b2
10b3
10b4
11a1
11a2
11a3
11a4
11b1
11b2
11b3
11b4

82
78
89
82
84
81
84
78
83
77
80
80
78
79
79
74
80
79
79
76
81
83
82
83
74
79
77
76
80
74
76
77
77
78
71
74
76
82
75
71

English Educake Stars of the Term

Left: In March we celebrated World Poetry Day. Students enjoyed browsing our selection of
novels in verse, and many also took away a poem to read at home
Right: Top readers and quizzers in Key Stage 3 can win a range of prizes throughout the
school year

For answering the most questions in
their year group with an average score
of 80+%, well done to: Sami Mouffok,
Dhara Patel, Athina Bello, Yasmin
Wilson, Adeena Bheekhun.
Marie Hodge
Head of English
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Accelerated Reader quizzers set the standard
Students in Key Stage 3 have continued to read books and take lots of Accelerated Reader
quizzes throughout the latest lockdown. Around 85 students opted for our library home delivery
service, borrowing some 400 books between them! So far this term we have over 40 word
millionaires, with many more about to hit their 7-figure total. Numerous students have also
concentrated on maximising their reading by quizzing widely – well done to these students on
their individual quiz score:
Year 7: Maya Corrall, Naiela Farid, 64; Alihan Diyenli, 40; Kian Lam, 31; Samia Bharmal, Karina
Soares Vicente, 28; Deen Bhagat, 27
Year 8: Aashi Jain, 34; Marbiya Muhtar, 24; Suman Ahadi, 17; Alma Shabtay, Aleena Latif, 16;
Amir Jelbaoui,15;
Year 9: Maia Rosenberg, 17, Joshua Singer, 16; Scarlett Peters, 15; Jai Chal, David Dimgba,
14; Rebeca Carvatchi, 13; Ishaq Maclachlan, AssiyahSeba, 12
Don’t forget to visit the Online Learning Resource Centre area of the school website, where
you can find out about the latest library news and events.
Alihan has immersed himself in his reading throughout
lockdown and is one of our top AR quizzers

Natalia Marshall
Learning Resource Centre Manager

The Carnegie Medal 2021...watch this space
The winner of this year’s prestigious Carnegie
Medal will be announced in June. This annual
prize is awarded by children’s librarians for an
outstanding book written in English for children
and young people. A group of Compton students
will be shadowing this important literary event
following the announcement of the short list on
March 18th, reading and reviewing as many of
the eight shortlisted titles as possible.
Natalia Marshall
Learning Resource Centre Manager

Meanwhile... back in the labs again!
It was lovely to see students back in
classrooms for hands-on science and
experimental work!
Year 8 classes took part in Static
electricity practicals. Students enjoyed
discovering how static electricity can be
used to have a ‘hair raising’ effect, using a
Van de Graaff.

Year 9 classes conducted required
practicals for Chemistry to separate
mixtures which helped them to visualise
the theory they have learnt during virtual
learning and improved their knowledge
retention.
Year 10 Triple Biology students
conducted a required practical on the
effect of antiseptics on bacterial growth
10

using agar plates and measured the zones
of inhibition. This allowed students to
identify which antiseptics worked the best
at inhibiting the growth of bacteria.
Year 11 Triple Biology students modelled

decomposition using the enzyme lipase
and observed how temperature affects its
rate.
Burcu Celik
3i/c Science

Into the future: Science at the forefront
Science has been at the forefront of the news this year like
never before, and it has been crucial in the development of our
understanding, tracking, and, ultimately, how we will tackle
COVID-19. British Science Week has been an excellent way to
celebrate and have a positive and hopeful outlook on learning and
the future ahead.

This year’s theme was Innovating for the Future. Students were
encouraged to think about their own innovation and new futuristic
inventions – from inventing their own toy that they would want to
share with their friends to useful devices that will help their family
or the whole world!
The Science department created an exciting schedule
consisting of engaging science activities for students to complete
during PDT and at home. These activities ranged from a national
poster competition run by British Science Association to creating
edible DNA at home. This allowed students to enjoy British
Science Week whilst learning remotely. We are looking forward to
the future of Science!
Burcu Celik
3i/c Science

Bristish Science Week activities
Year 7 has been learning remotely about phases of
the moon during British Science Week and was
encouraged to create their own model. Below, Matan is
displaying his fantastic model of the phases of the
moon using Oreo cookies. We are a fan of fun science
activities that can be eaten!
Burcu Celik
3i/c Science
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SPORTS

News at The Compton School

Rising to the challenges of remote learning and keeping fit
The PE department want to
celebrate all of the successes we
have had this term. Together we
have all completed eight weeks of
remote learning challenges which
have challenged your fitness
levels, your strength and loads of
other components of fitness such
as balance, flexibility and
endurance.
As a school community
together you completed over 500
'Take on the Teacher' challenges,
over 15000 minutes of exercise
circuits and completed 2867

press ups! You all did incredibly
well this term to stay active and
healthy and have all contributed

towards these figures.
We are so looking forward to
seeing you all return to school

and the fun we have planned for
you in PE is waiting for you!
There has been such a buzz
within school PE lessons for
those students who remained in
school. Each and every one of
them have been working
incredibly hard and have
developed their teamwork and
resilience skills throughout this
term and it has been a pleasure
working with them.
Jasmine Adem
PE

Daniel Drienovsky (...remember the name!)
Continuing our interview series with talented,
sporting students, this term Ms Adem spoke
with 15 year old Daniel Drienovsky who has
qualified for the Olympic trials for swimming - a
fantastic achievement.

Tell us about your journey from the
beginning to now of swimming and how
you got to this level?
I began normal swimming lessons at the
age of 3, but it wasn’t until I was 8 that I really
started to take it seriously, and began
competitive swimming. As I grew and got
stronger each year, I got faster and better,
winning more medals and qualifying for higher
level competitions.
Can you explain the training and level of
commitment you had to endure to get this
far?
Before the first lockdown and when life was
normal, training would usually consist of eight
training sessions a week, each two hours.
After every session there would be an hour of
land training, varying between upper body
workouts and core mixed with lower body
workouts. I’d have to wake up before school
and fit in as much training as possible in the
space of a week.
How does it feel to have achieved this?
I am very proud of myself for this
achievement and proud of my friends who
qualified for the Olympic trials too. However

none of this would have been possible if my
coaches weren’t at my side every time, even
when I was going through the hard phases of
my swimming career and the good times too.
I only have the utmost respect for them.
How are you feeling about going to the
Olympic qualifiers?
I just hope I don’t drown because I haven’t
been in the pool at all this year!
What was it like receiving that
information?
I couldn’t believe it at first, assuming that it
was some sort of joke that my coach tried to
play on us. Then I realised that he wasn’t
joking and it was happening for real.
What advice would you give to others
trying to chase this dream?
There will always be obstacles in everything
you do in life, but it is you who decides
whether these obstacles will hold you back or

The Compton School Podcast:
The link to our new Podcast site is -The Compton School
Podcast • A podcast on Anchor
We are now on Spotify - just search The Compton School

simply be a stepping stone that will help you
become successful.
What has been your best moment yet
with swimming?
Probably qualifying for Olympic trials,
however my favourite part of swimming is the
annual training camp we do in Barcelona in
Easter. We manage to swim over 100km in
the space of seven days, training morning and
afternoon.
What has been your worst moment yet
with swimming?
I qualified for English Nationals in 2018, but
didn’t realise that it was yourself that had to
sign in to the competition, and so I missed it.
Fortunately I didn’t make the same mistake
twice in the following year!
What are your future goals?
I have no idea where my swimming career
will take me, but to win the British Nationals is
definitely one, along with being chosen to
represent the GB team.
What is it like being an elite swimmer?
One of the benefits is that you can eat a
whole buffet and not gain a single amount of
weight, and even if you eat the whole buffet
you don’t feel full at all. Trying to be able to
study, do homework whilst swimming is
definitely a challenge, because you can’t wish
for more hours in a day.
Jasmine Adem
PE

TCS on Facebook
You are all invited to like our page and share it with family and
friends for all the latest news, videos, daily notices as well as
important school updates.
www.facebook.com/thecomptonschool
Facebook- @thecomptonschool
You can also follow the school on our Twitter
@thecompton

Return to School: Tuesday, 20th April 2021
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